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Abstract
We present a technique based on layering thread-local, sequential maps over variants of skip
graphs in order to increase NUMA locality in concurrent data structures. Thread-local maps
are used to “jump” into an underlying, concurrent skip graph near to where the insertions/re-
movals/searches take place or complete. The skip graph is constrained in height and employs a
data partitioning scheme that increases NUMA locality and reduces synchronization overhead.
Our numbers indicate a 70% of reduction on the number of remote CAS operations, and a
41.4% increase in CAS success rate for 92 threads compared to skip lists in high contention.
Besides, qualitatively speaking, our locality improvements are such that the larger the distance
between two NUMA nodes, the bigger the reduction in remote accesses between threads pinned
to those nodes. We implemented lazy and non-lazy variations of our technique, and our lazy
version operates at least 80% faster under high-contention settings (32% of operations being
successful updates on a 210-sized structure), and at least 32% faster under low-contention/low-
update settings (4% of operations being successful updates on a 217-sized structure) with 96
threads. We also developed an additional skip graph variant, which we called sparse skip graph,
that causes our thread-local maps as well as our shared structure to become simultaneously
more sparse, performing more than 2.5 times faster than competing NUMA-aware approaches
in lower-contention/low-update settings.
1 Introduction
The increasing availability of computing cores on shared memory machines makes concurrent data
structure design a critical factor for application performance. Non-blocking[24], lineari-zable [22]
structures are particularly appealing, since they can effectively replace sequential or blocking (lock-
based) structures without compromising the semantics expected by the programmers. However,
the design landscape for concurrent structures is changing: NUMA architectures are a set of com-
puting/memory “nodes” linked by an interconnect, making memory accesses within the same node
cheaper than those made across different nodes.
Assuming that threads are pinned to cores, we adopt the definition of local memory accesses
as those operating in memory initially allocated by the current thread (under first-touch NUMA
policy), and remote accesses as those accesses that are non-local. Note that these definitions are
conservative, as data initially allocated by two different threads could be located within the same
NUMA node. Our goal is to increase NUMA locality – the ratio of local over total memory ac-
cesses, and research is very active in this area. Some approaches [30, 7, 11] focus on redesigning
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data structures with NUMA awareness, which is effective as we have full ability to exploit the struc-
ture’s internal features for this task. Unfortunately, such complete redesigns can pose significant
development and research efforts, unsuitable for non-specialists. In contrast, approaches like [9]
allow sequential structures to be “plugged-in” and benefit from NUMA-aware concurrency, based
on replicating the dataset among nodes, batching local operations, and coordinating batches as to
minimize inter-node traffic.
Our contributions. We present a technique based on layering thread-local maps over partic-
ular variants of skip graphs [5, 1] in order to increase NUMA locality in concurrent data structures.
Crucially, our underlying skip graph (which we call shared structure) is constrained in height and
employs a data partitioning scheme that not only sharply increases NUMA locality, but also reduces
contention (Sec. 5). The overlying thread-local maps (which we call local structures) are any user-
provided, sequential map supporting backward traversals. The local structures are used to “index”
the dataset similarly to what is done in [11], “jumping” to positions in the shared structure where
the operations take place and become visible to other threads. We implemented lazy and non-lazy
variations of our technique, and, compared to previous state-of-art implementations [11, 10, 13],
we operate at least 80% faster under high-contention settings (32% of operations being successful
updates on a 210-sized structure), and at least 32% faster under low-contention/low-update settings
(4% of operations being successful updates on a 217-sized structure) with 96 threads. Our parti-
tioning scheme results in a 70% of reduction on the number of remote CAS operations, and a 41.4%
increase in CAS success rate for 92 threads as compared to skip lists. Besides, qualitatively speak-
ing, our locality improvements are such that the larger the distance between two NUMA nodes, the
bigger the reduction in remote accesses between threads pinned to those nodes. We also designed an
additional skip graph variant, called sparse skip graph (Sec. 4) that can be used to make both our
local structures and our shared structure become simultaneously more sparse, performing more than
2.5 times faster than competing NUMA-aware approaches in low-contention/low-update settings.
We assume a homogeneous workload among threads, but we can imagine relatively straightforward
adaptations to our mechanism, such as searching (read-only) from another thread’s local structure
or using some form of delegation/helping mechanism to handle heterogeneous workloads (more on
p. 10). The paper continues with an overview and background in Sec. 2, and related work on Sec. 3.
Design and implementation are further discussed in Sec. 4, with evaluation in Sec. 5 and conclusion
in Sec. 6.
2 Architecture Overview and Background
Our layered structure consists of many local structures, which are thread-local, sequential, navigable
maps, and also a single shared structure, our skip graph variant. Local structures are operated
without contention since they are thread-local, and the shared structure is operated concurrently
by all threads. The local structures are used to “jump” to positions in the shared structure near to
where insertion, removal, and contain operations will complete, reducing remote memory accesses.
Local structures also perform a speculative role in the sense that if an element is found locally, for
instance in a contains operation, we do not even have to search globally in the shared structure.
We say nodes store elements, although we use these terms interchangeably. When necessary, we
further distinguish between local nodes or shared nodes, as we refer to nodes belonging to a local
structure or to the shared structure, respectively. Each local structure’s job is to map elements
inserted by their owning thread to the corresponding shared node in the skip graph. In our non-lazy
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layered structure, inserting an element e adds a shared node s to the skip graph, and creates a
mapping e→ s in the local structure. A subsequent removal of element e will (i) logically delete the
shared node s in the skip graph, (ii) cause a physical cleanup to occur in the shared structure and
(iii) cause the thread that contains the mapping e→ s in its local structure to physically cleanup
that association upon detection (another consequence of the lazy deletion). Steps (ii) and (iii) can
happen in any order. Disucssion of insertion and removal definitions can be found in 4.
Skip Graphs. Fig. 1 depicts a skip graph, and performs the role of the shared structure. It is
composed of multiple singly-linked lists at different levels (Fig. 1). Starting from level zero, each
level i contains 2i lists. All elements belong to the level-0 list, labeled as “λ”, the empty string.
The level-0 list is partitioned into two level-1 lists, labeled “0” and “1”. Each level-1 list is further
partitioned into two level-2 lists: the level-1 list labeled “0” (resp. “1”) is partitioned in two level-2
lists, labeled “00” and “01” (resp. “10” and “11”). The specific partitioning of elements (described
ahead) is not done in a probabilistic way as in the original skip graph: we have a partitioning
scheme that assigns threads to levels.
Figure 1: A skip graph can be seen as a set of skip lists sharing their bottom levels (highlighted
nodes denote one them). It can also be seen as a set 2i linked lists at each level i. With T threads,
T/2i of them work in each level-i linked list, reducing contention and increasing locality.
A skip graph can be seen as a collection of skip lists sharing their bottom levels. For instance,
in Fig. 1, we denote by H = (λ, 0, 00) a skip list formed by the highlighted nodes, one among eight
other skip lists that together constitute the skip graph. The element 35 is in the maximum level
of H = (λ, 0, 00). We refer to any skip list within the skip graph as shared skip list, and any of the
individual linked list within the skip graph as a shared linked list. All elements belong to one
shared skip list in all of its levels, so we can start searches from arbitrary positions: for any
shared node, we can always perform a skip list search starting from that node’s top level, traversing
only the skip list in which the node belongs to in its top level. For instance, in Fig. 1, we can search
for 83 starting at 52, following the shared skip list (λ, 1, 11) through the following path: 52 → 68,
↓, 68 → 80, ↓, 80 → 83. So, skip graph searches are skip list searches.
Flatness and Partitioning. Even though the skip graph is shared by all threads, we limit
where each thread operates on it, configuring a partition scheme. We consider a system of T
threads {t1 . . . tT }. The skip graph’s maximum level is denoted by MaxLevel, and we have that
MaxLevel = dlog(T )e−1. Such a “low” MaxLevel does not guarantee logarithmic searches on a skip
graph standing by itself, but our local structures compensate this fact by “jumping” to positions in
the skip graph near where operations take place. Each thread Ti will have a membership vector Mi,
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a sequence of MaxLevel bits, whose suffixes indicate on which unique shared skip lists the particular
thread can operate. This essentially makes all insertions from a single thread to happen in a unique
skip list within the skip graph, denoted by Li, and called the associated skip list of thread Ti. As
an example, consider the skip graph with MaxLevel = 2 of Fig. 1. Each thread will have a 2-bit
membership vector. If Ti has Mi = “10”, say, then Ti will always insert or remove in the skip list
Li = (λ, 0, 10). We will have at most two threads operating in each of the top-level shared linked
lists, and at most T/2i threads operating in any particular level-i list. The original definition of
skip graphs assumes a membership vector per element, but our approach has all elements inserted
by a single thread to share the thread ’s membership vector. Membership vectors can be generated
as simply as taking the binary suffix of each thread ID, or be generated according to physical NUMA
characteristics of the machine (which we do, see Sec. 5), increasing NUMA locality as we make
threads that run on closer CPUs in the NUMA setting share more lists than those that run on
CPUs further away from each other. The partitioning scheme also reduces contention on physical
cleanup operations (as we employ lazy removals), as in most of the lists are shared only with a
subset of threads.
Alternative shared structure: Sparse Skip Graphs. We developed and tested a second
shared structure, called sparse skip graph (Fig. 10, Appendix A). This structure is a skip graph
where elements are present in level i of any shared skip list with expectation 1/2i, just like in a
regular skip list. The sparse skip graph is still a set of skip lists sharing their bottom levels, although
the levels overall become more and more sparse like a skip list. The combination of skip graph
partitioning and skip list refinement makes elements be present in level i of a particular linked list
with expectation 1/4i. For instance, in Fig. 1, each of the level-1 lists “0” and “1” would partition
only 50% of the elements of “λ”, which would be selected at 50% chance independently. So, “0”
and “1” would each have about 25% of the elements in “λ”. Similarly, the level-2 lists “00” and
“01” would partition only 50% of the elements of “0”, each selected at 50% chance, independently.
So, lists “00” and “01” would each have about 6.25% of the elements in “λ”. Importantly, in our
technique, only elements that reach the top level are added to the local structures. Therefore,
sparse skip graphs also cause the local structures to become more sparse. This is crucial because
the local structures, besides pointing to shared nodes nearby the target destinations, should also
point to maximum-level nodes from which we can start an efficient search. Hence, using sparse skip
graphs gives two immediate advantages: (i) the local structures are smaller; and (ii) the insertion
and removal in the shared structure requires changes in less than MaxLevel levels. The tradeoff
is that the starting point given by the local structures is not as close to the requested element
compared to regular skip graphs.
3 Related Work
Data intensive applications. These applications, particularly DBMSs, are not only concerned
with data placement (somewhat related to our goals), but also with task scheduling (a non-goal
here). Some approaches consider NUMA locality in the query evaluation and planning [26, 16, 27],
and others do at the OS level [35]. We have a simple approach to data placement: threads index
their inserted elements locally and the dataset is effectively partitioned; our focus is on the data
access pattern. Systems such as [33] are particularly concerned with data access pattern issues, as
their operations are mostly uniform among threads. We do not discuss task scheduling, as we do
not rely on approaches such as delegation [6, 25] or flat-combining [19, 14], which do bring concerns
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related to this issue because of the non-uniform work division among threads.
Skip Lists and Skip Graphs. Skip lists first appeared in [31], although [23, 28, 15] were
most widely discussed in the literature [21]. Skip lists have also been used to implement priority
queues, either exact [8, 32] or with a relaxed definition [3, 36]. Our technique is applicable for both
approaches, and preliminary priority queue results are discussed in the Appendix. SkipNets [1] are
similar (if not identical) to skip graphs, proposed relatively at the same time. We consider those
equivalent, and equally applicable. Skip graph variations, such as in [17], typically address issues
related to distributed systems, such as node size; we are aware of a single concurrent implementation
in shared memory in [29], although it is lock-based, in contrast with both of our lock-free variants.
Our implementation relies heavily on laziness, as we postpone much of the internal work until they
are absolutely needed. The “No Hotspot” skip list [10] uses similar lazy principles, albeit with a
different protocol. The “Rotating” skip list has a novel construction (“wheels”) meant to improve
cache efficiency and locality, and also constitutes a modern, state-of-art skip list implementation.
NUMA awareness and layered design. The work presented in [12] gives a systematic
approach to provide NUMA-awareness to locks. Tailor-made data structures for NUMA systems,
such as [30, 7] have also been developed, using (now) standard techniques such as elimination [20]
and delegation [6]. We think that “blackbox” approaches, such as in [9], are interesting as they
relieve systems programmers from “customizing” their data structures for NUMA, a notoriously
complicated task for non-specialists (and specialists alike [21]). NUMASK [11] is an interesting skip
list that uses its higher levels as a hierarchical “index” to the bottom-level list, which stores the
dataset. Our approach differs to [11] as our shared structure consists of a multi-level skip graph,
aiming (i) to avoid that traversals navigate back and forth across NUMA nodes, increasing locality;
and (ii) to reduce contention with a careful partitioning scheme that creates areas within the shared
structure where only subsets of threads operate. A similar separation of thread-local views and
shared parts has been discussed in [2], although their approach is more akin to combining, as they
eventually merge local views into the global structure from time to time.
4 Implementation Details
Section 2 gives a design overview, and this section gives more insight into implementation and
correctness, and discusses optimizations related to laziness and physical removal.
General implementation concepts. Our skip graph has a head array pointing to the first
shared node in each shared linked list. Each shared node s has an array of references to its successors
in each level-i list, denoted s.next[i], and also called the level-i reference of s. Each reference
has a marked and a valid bit used for lazy removal, and s.getMark(i), getValid(i), s.casMark(
i, exp, new), and s.casValid(i, exp, new) operate on s.next[i]. Functions s.getMarkValid(i)
and s.casMarkValid(i, (mExp, vExp), (mNew, vNew)) operate on the marked and valid bits of s.
next[i] simultaneously. The mapping performed by local structures is done through maps that
manage local nodes. We can ask a local node l for its key with l.getKey(), and for its value with
l.getValue(). The latter always returns a shared node s with the same key as the local node l.
Traversals in the local structure are done with l.getPrev() or l.getNext(). The local structure
for thread i, a C++ std::map, is denoted by localstructures[i]. Each has an auxiliary hash
table hashtable[i], allowing threads to consult a fast hashtable [4] before consulting a slower map.
Therefore, our local structures, in practice, are implemented with two complementary, sequential
data structures.
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Laziness. State-of-art skip-list variants heavily rely on postponing internal work until they
become absolutely needed, in the hope that they eventually become unnecessary. Our lazy layered
skip graph employs this priciple as: (i) Insertion are done in the level-0 linked list first, and only
complete the insertion when the node in question is requested to be in the top level in order
to start a search operation. (ii) Removals are done by “invalidating” a linked node, and nodes
are marked for physical removal only if they are found invalidated after a minimal commission
period for which they exist in the structure. Experimentally (Sec. 5), we found that a commission
period proportional to the number of threads, say 350000 · T cycles, for instance, performs very
well under high-contention without introducing too much overhead in low-contention, as in the
latter scenario a longer commission period can leave the data structure substantially bigger at
times. (iii) We perform physical removal using our relink optimization (discussed below), but only
when substituting a chain of marked references with an inserting node. Although this protocol has
potential to leave too many unmarked nodes in the data structure, we verified experimentally that
the actual number of traversed shared nodes per operation is below of a skip list’s number up to
96 threads.
Physical removal. In textbook skip lists [21], we indicate willingness to physically remove a
node s by marking its s.next[i] references for all levels i . . . 0 that the node belongs to. Searches
performed on behalf of insertions and removals, as they traverse a level i, physically remove nodes
with marked next[i] by employing a single CAS per physically removed node. In contrast, both
our skip lists or skip graphs remove sequences of marked references with a single CAS, a trivial
optimization that we will call relink optimization in this text. The correctness of this protocol is
trivial when we consider that marked references are immutable in our algorithms, something we
discuss in Appendix C. When a node’s level-0 reference marked (resp. valid) bit is set, we say the
shared node is marked (resp. invalid). The concepts of unmarked and valid are obvious. In the
non-lazy version, we do not use the valid bit. An unmarked shared node indicates presence in
the abstract key set, while a marked shared node indicates a logically deleted node. In the lazy
version, an unmarked, valid node indicates presence in the abstract set; an unmarked, invalid node
indicates absence from the abstract set (logically deleted), but also that the process of physically
unlinking the node has not started; a marked node can only be invalid, and the process of physically
unlinking is ready to start. Each shared node s has a field s.allocTimestamp, set at shared node
construction, used to calculate when a node’s commission period has elapsed, thus making it a
candidate for physical removal (see paragraph above).
Insertion. Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 show the insert operation for key. In insert() (Alg. 1), if the
thread finds a reference to a shared node with the goal key (call it result), it invokes insertHelper
() (Alg. 2), which atomically checks result’s marked and valid bits and finishes the operation if:
(I-i) result was seen as an unmarked valid node, so we linearize a failed insertion right before our
check (Alg. 2, line 3). (I-ii) result was atomically changed from invalid to valid, so we linearize the
successful insertion right at that time (Alg. 2, line 6). If insertHelper() cannot finish the operation
(by returning false), result got marked, so (i) we clean the thread’s local structure (Alg. 2, lines 10
and 11); and (ii) we call lazyInsert() (Alg. 3), which will complete the insertion.
The procedure lazyInsert() (Alg. 3) starts by calling getStart() (Alg. 4), which finds the
closest preceding, unmarked shared node pointed by the local structure (line 5). We call this
node currentStart. We then perform a search in line 7, starting from currentStart, by calling
lazyRelinkSearch() (Alg. 7, page 9). After this search: (I-iii) If an unmarked shared node with
the goal key is found (call it successors[0]), a call to insertHelper() (line 9) will define our
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Algorithm 1 bool Layered::insert(K key, V value)
1: SharedNode result = hashtables[threadId].find(key)
2: if result 6= null then
3: bool returnValue = false
4: if SG::insertHelper(result, returnValue) then
5: return returnValue
6: SharedNode insertedSkipNode = null
7: if SG::lazyInsert(key, insertedSkipNode) then
8: localstructures[threadId].insert(key, insertedSkipNode)
9: hashtables[threadId].insert(insertedSkipNode)
10: return true
11: return false
Algorithm 2 bool SG::insertHelper(SharedNode toInsert, ref bool returnValue)
1: while true do
2: if not toInsert.getMark(0) then
3: if toInsert.getMarkValid(0) == (false, valid) then . Duplicate
4: bool returnValue = false
5: return true
6: if toInsert.casMarkValid((false, invalid), (false, valid)) then . Flipped valid
7: returnValue = true
8: return true
9: else
10: localstructures[threadId].erase(toInsert.getKey())
11: hashtables[threadId].erase(toInsert.getKey())
12: break
13: return false
linearization, just like our previous discussion of Alg. 1. If that call returns false, successors[0]
became marked, so we retry the search at line 12. (I-iv) If an unmarked node with the goal key is
not found, we try to insert the node on line 14. If the attempt fails, we retry the search until either
(I-iv-a) we link the new shared node in line 14, so we linearize at the point the CAS succeeded,
noting that shared nodes are allocated as unmarked and valid; or (I-iv-b) find another unmarked
shared node with the goal key, reverting to case (I-i). The lazy insertion only happens at level 0. In
line 15, updateStart (Alg. 9, Appendix D) makes sure that currentStart is unmarked, otherwise it
traverses the local structure backwards and updates currentStart to the closest unmarked shared
node seen.
The procedure getStart() (Alg. 4) finds an unmarked shared node pointed by the local structure
that closest precede key. It performs an initial search at line 1, then traverses the tree backwards
(line 18) for as long as the shared nodes pointed by the local structure are found marked. Along
this traversal, if we find a suitable candidate, but one whose insertion in the upper levels of its
shared skip list has not been completed, we call finishInsert() (Alg. 10, Appendix D). This is
done at line 6 to try to complete the node’s insertion at upper levels. This call can fail if the node
gets marked before all levels are linked, and in that case we continue our traversal. In line 6, the
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Algorithm 3 bool SG::lazyInsert(T key, ref SharedNode insertedSkipNode)
1: Array predecessors[MaxLevel], middle[MaxLevel], successors[MaxLevel]
2: . Shared node being inserted in the bottom level only
3: SharedNode toInsert
4: . Search the local structure and get the closest starting point
5: SharedNode currentStart = getStart(key)
6: while true do
7: if SG::lazyRelinkSearch(key, predecessors, middle, successors, currentStart) then
8: returnValue = false
9: if SG::insertHelper(successors[0], returnValue) then
10: return returnValue
11: else
12: continue
13: toInsert.setNext(0, successors[0])
14: if not predecessors[0].casNext(middle[0], toInsert) then
15: updateStart(currentStart)
16: continue
17: insertedSkipNode = toInsert
18: return true
call to updateStart() (Alg. 9, Appendix D) finds a suitable starting point for finishInsert(), but
without trying to finish insertions itself. Hence, updateStart() is essentially a simplified version of
getStart() that does not finish insertions lazily, and ignores nodes that are not fully inserted.
Removal and Contains. Removals are similar to insertions, and are performed with three
analogous algorithms. We present those in detail in Appendix C, and we give here only an overview
for the sake of space. The procedure remove() (Alg. 11, Appendix E) uses the local hashtable to
locate a shared node with the goal key. If such node is found, it then tries to linearize an operation by
calling removeHelper() (Alg. 12, Appendix E). This algorithm is similar to insertHelper (Alg. 2) for
the insertion. When removeHelper() is called over a node, call it result, it may either: (i) See result
as an unmarked, invalid node, so we linearize a failed removal right at that time. There cannot
exist another unmarked, valid node in this case, which justifies our linearizability. (ii) Successfully
unset the valid bit of result, so we linearize the successful removal at that time as well. If we fail
to complete either of (i) or (ii), the algorithm lazyRemove() (Alg. 13, Appendix E) will complete
the removal (case (iii)). This algorithm essentially uses a search procedure, retireSearch() (Alg. 8,
Appendix C) and: (iii-a) If it succeeds locating an unmarked node with the goal key, removeHelper
() (line 8) will define our linearization, falling back to (i) or (ii); or (iii-b) If lazyRemoval() fails
locating an unmarked node with the goal key, we linearize a failed removal at the time we found the
element succeeding that key in the bottom level. Contains is similar yet simpler than insertions.
We present the algorithms in detail in Appendix C, and give here only an overview for the sake
of space. The algorithm contains() (Alg. 6, Appendix C) first tries to locate an element through
the local hashtable. If an unmarked, valid node is found, we linearize a successful contains at this
point (case (i)). Otherwise, we call SG::contains() (Alg. 7, Appendix C), which will complete the
procedure. This will invoke retireSearch() (Alg. 8, Appendix C), trying to locate an unmarked
shared node with the goal key. If one is found: (ii) if we see such node unmarked and valid, we
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Algorithm 4 LocalStructureIterator LocalStructure::getStart(K key)
1: iterator = localstructures[threadId].getMaxLowerEqual(key)
2: while iterator 6= null do
3: SharedNode sharedNode = iterator.sharedNode
4: if not sharedNode.getMark(0) or not sharedNode.getMark(MaxLevel) then
5: if not sharedNode.inserted then
6: if SG::finishInsert(sharedNode, updateStart(iterator)) then
7: return iterator . Node has just been fully inserted
8: else
9: . Erase below does not invalidate the iterator
10: localstructures[threadId].erase(key)
11: hashtables[threadId].erase(key)
12: else
13: return iterator . Node already found fully inserted
14: else
15: . Erase below does not invalidate the iterator
16: localstructures[threadId].erase(key)
17: hashtables[threadId].erase(key)
18: iterator = iterator.getPrev()
19: return iterator
linearize a successful contains at that time. (iii) Otherwise, we linearize a failed contains at the
earliest among the time we failed to see the node was unmarked and valid, or right after the time
the node became marked.
Search. We use two search procedures. We show here lazyRelinkSearch() in Alg. 5. The
other procedure, retireSearch(), is presented in Alg. 8 in Appendix C. Consider the insertion of
a new node toInsert. The procedure lazyRelinkSearch() identifies, at all levels: (A) which nodes
should precede toInsert (referenced in predecessors); (B) which nodes should succeed toInsert
(referenced in successors); and (C) which nodes, referenced in the middle array, were obtained with
predecessors[i].getNext(i) right at the moment each predecessor predecessor[i] was identified.
Between predecessors[i] and successors[i] we have a sequence of nodes with their level-i refer-
ences marked. We hope these nodes get replaced, through a single CAS operation, with toInsert
(hence implementing our relink optimization protocol, p. 6). Importantly, during this process,
line 6 uses checkRetire() (Alg. 14, Appendix C) to check if nodes are invalid and their commmis-
sion period has expired, in which case these nodes get marked. Remove and contains operations use
retireSearch(), a slightly quicker variant that does not keep track of predecessors, successors,
and middle.
We assume homogeneous workloads among threads, yet we can imagine relatively straight-
forward adaptations of our mechanism, such as searching (read-only) at another thread’s local
structure, or some delegation/helping mechanism, to handle heterogeneity. In any case, this does
not seem to impact the shared structure efficiency: if we had shared lists that were never cleaned,
then these lists were not actively being operated by threads that share them; all other threads
would be then traversing different lists, and performing cleanup, still operating normally. Leftover
shared nodes might be present in this case, but they would not inherently affect performance of
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Algorithm 5 bool SG::lazyRelinkSearch(K key, SharedNode[] predecessors,
SharedNode[] middle, SharedNode[] successors, LocalStructureIterator currentStart)
1: previous = currentStart.sharedNode
2: originalCurrent = null
3: current = null
4: for level = MaxLevel → 0 do
5: current = originalCurrent = previous.getNext(level)
6: while current.getMark(0) or current.checkRetire()) do
7: current = current.getNext(level)
8: while current.getKey() ¡ key do
9: previous = current
10: current = originalCurrent = previous.getNext(level)
11: while current.getMark(0) or current.checkRetire()) do
12: current = current.getNext(level)
13: predecessors[level] = previous
14: middle[level] = originalCurrent
15: successors[level] = current
16: return (successors[0].getKey() == key and not successors[0].getMark(0))
other threads.
5 Evaluation
We conducted experiments in a system with 2 Intel Xeon Platinum 8275CL CPUs, each with 24
cores running at 3.0GHz (96 hardware threads total). The system has 192GB of memory and
two NUMA nodes. The tool numactl --hardware reports intra-node distances of 10 and inter-
node distances of 21. The system runs Ubuntu Linux 18.04 LTS with kernel 4.15.0. We use g++
-std=c++11 -O3 -m64 -fno-strict-aliasing to compile tests.
Experiment setup. We report the total number of operations per millisecond achieved in trials
having from 2 up to 96 threads. Each trial is an average of 5 runs of 10s each, and follows exactly
the testing procedure of Synchrobench [18] with the flag -f 1. This flag indicates that the testing
procedure tries to match each trial’s requested percent of update operations (inserted and remove)
as much as possible, and that only successful inserts or removals count as update operations. The
testing procedure, as well as random number generation, are identical to Synchrobench. We run a
read-heavy (RH) load, with a requested 20% of update operations, and a write-heavy (WH) load,
with a requested 50% of update operations, both distributed uniformly at random across all threads.
If X% of operations correspond to successful updates in a given experiment, we say we had X%
of effective updates on it, and we report that percentage in each associated graphic caption. Our
experiments are defined to be high contention (HC) when the key space is 28, medium contention
(MC) when it is 214, and low contention (LC) when it is 217. The structures are preloaded with 20%
of their maximum capacity before any measurements, except for the LC tests, which are preloaded
with 2.5%. Threads are pinned to each CPU, and we fill a socket before adding threads to another
socket. We allocate memory with libnuma, in chunks capable of holding 220 objects, in order to
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amortize the expensive cost of numa alloc local().
Membership Vectors. Our membership vectors are generated so that threads pinned to closer
hardware threads in the system have their associated skip lists sharing more levels. We obtain
data from /proc/cpuinfo on Linux, then renumber threads so the larger the absolute difference
between thread identifiers 1 . . . T , the larger the physical distance between their associated CPUs.
We consider NUMA domains, core collocation, and hardware-thread collocation in order to access
distance and define our membership vectors.
1 - Performance results. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show write-heavy (WH) results for the HC,
MC, and LC contention scenarios. Read-heavy (RH) results are presented in Appendix F. In our
graphs, layered map {sg,ssg} refers to using C++ std::map as local structures, respectively
over regular or sparse skip graphs as shared structures; lazy layered sg is the lazy variant of
layered map sg; rotating is [13], nohotspot is [10], and numask is [11] as found in Synchrobench’s
GitHub (mid August 2019). These last three structures are the state-of-art maps we mainly intend
to compare with. For the purpose of isolating individual design components in our analysis, we
also developed and tested a locked skip list; a concurrent skip list as in [21], but including our
relink optimization (p. 6); a skip graph without layering; and finally layered C++ maps over (i)
a linked list (layered map ll) and (ii) a skip list (layered map sl). The former is essentially a
layered map sg with maximum level always 0, and the latter a layered map ssg with a single
constituent skip list (hence, with no opportunity to implement our partitioning scheme). Non-
layered skip lists or skip graphs have maximum level x if the test’s key space is of size 2x, and
layered versions follow our partitioning scheme definitions (p. 4).
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Figure 2: HC, WH: 32% effective updates.
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Figure 3: MC, WH: 32% effective updates.
We attribute the high performance of layered map sg on HC-WH to a combination of (i) the
effectiveness of our partition scheme for increasing NUMA locality and reducing contention (ver-
ified below, in item #2); (ii) our conservative commission policy to unlink invalid, marked nodes
(p. 6); and (iii) the fact that with smaller key spaces, threads will more commonly find unmarked
nodes through their local hashtable, which performs much better compared to the std::map local
structure. Note that in a small key space (HC), using a simple linked list as a shared structure
(layered map ll) performs better than using a skip graph (layered map ssg), but the perfor-
mance degrades quickly as the key space gets bigger (MC, LC). Even with a low effective update
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Figure 4: LC, WH: 4% effective updates.
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Figure 5: Avg. nodes/search, MC, WH.
percentatage, in the LC-WH scenario, using linked lists is 2.5 times slower than using skip graphs.
We believe this happens because more threads can insert more elements between the starting and
finishing points of operations in the shared structure, so using as shared structure our skip graph
variants seems more appropriate than using linked lists in realistic key spaces. In addition, Fig. 5
shows that (i) our layered approach generates shorter traversals in the shared structure compared
to skip list and (non-layered) skip graphs, and (ii) that our lazy version is not traversing more nodes
than the non-lazy versions despite our conservative commission policy to unlink invalid, marked
nodes (p. 6) in that particular implementation.
We believe the LC-WH scenario is very meaningful from an analytic standpoint. First, it
shows that our layered approaches take full advantage of a low contention setting, matching the
performance of a locked skip list (expected to work very well in such scenarios). We attribute
this to (i) highly effective local structures, with no overhead of atomic operations or locks; (ii) to
the fact that new nodes need to be inserted in only 2 levels on expectation, instead of a fixed 2-6,
depending on the number of threads, as prescribed by our partitioning policy; (iii) to a better cache
efficiency, documented in Tbl. 2 in Appendix B; and (iv) to better NUMA locality (verified in item
#2, below). The performance of layered map ssg in fact reveals an interesting tradeoff: although
less shared nodes reach the topmost level and get included in the local structures, thus making
the starting point of shared operations not as “close” as in the non-sparse version, the number of
CAS operations required to insert nodes is substantially lower than layered map sg. The poor
performance of non-layered skip graphs also reflects a higher number of required CAS operations
for insertion.
Another reason for why the LC-WH scenario appears meaningful is that it allows us to visualize
the lower performance of lazy layered map sg as compared to layered map sg, what we believe
to be a direct consequence of our conservative commission policy to unlink invalid, marked nodes
(p. 6). We think this happens as the commission policy (essentially, a lazy unlink policy) is making
the shared structure contain more invalid or marked nodes present in the LC-WH scenario compared
to the HC-WH or MC-WH scenarios. In any case, we do think that the commission policy overhead
is a fair price for the highly increased performance in the MC and HC scenarios, yet still allowing
us to outperform competitor maps in the LC-WH as well. A better NUMA locality, and decreased
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contention (verified in item #2, below) seems to be making up for the overhead in the LC-WH
scenario. In the MC-WH scenario, we were very impressed with the performance of the nohotspot
approach, noting that we just barely outperformed it. This further indicates that the commission
policy might be subject to having a “sweet spot”, and thus our performance might be responsive
to more elaborated commission policy designs, an interesting prospect for future work.
In our experiments, we note a clear performance separation between layered map ssg and
layered map sl. The lower performance of the latter seems to result from not having a partitioning
scheme in place. The existence of multiple, overlapping of skip lists, employing a partitioning scheme
across threads, is the essential difference between these two approaches. Hence, this separation
further indicates the appropriateness and alludes to the benefits of using skip graphs as a shared
structure, as we propose in this paper.
2 - NUMA locality and contention reduction. Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 show heatmaps
where coordinates (i, j) indicate the absolute number of CAS operations performed by thread i
into a node allocated by thread j, instrumented manually on node access functions on the 96-
thread MC-WH scenario. The difference in scale, for example between our lazy layered skip graph
and a skip list, results from the former performing about 8x the number of operations of the latter.
The heatmaps indicate a dramatic increase in CAS NUMA locality in all the layered skip graph
versions compared to a skip list. Besides our heatmaps, Tbl. 1 shows additional metrics collected via
manual code instrumentation, on the 96-thread HC-WH scenario. Both our heatmaps and Tbl 1 do
not count CAS/read/write operations performed over an inserting node, otherwise locality would
be artificially inflated with no-contention operations that are inherently local, as threads have to
initialize their allocated nodes. Any CAS operation metric presented is a maintenance CAS : an
operation required to link, unlink, or cleanup nodes, as well as flag appropriate fields across the
data structure in order to perform operations.
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Figure 6: CAS heatmap, lazy map/SG.
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Figure 7: CAS heatmap, map/SG.
Not only the number of CAS/operation from Tbl. 1 are generally lower in our layered approaches
as compared to a skip list (layered map sg is an exception as it always inserts a new node at 6
levels at 96 threads), but the access pattern shown from our heatmaps demonstrate that locality
improvements exhibit superior quantitative and qualitative aspects. These improvements are such
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lazy map/sg map/sg map/sgl skip list
local reads/op 9.145 7.487 4.146 1.315
remote reads/op 46.738 54.825 55.842 29.660
local maintenance CAS/op 0.004 0.0689 0.008 0.008
remote maintenance CAS/op 0.3716 1.942 0.768 1.273
CAS success rate 0.990 0.909 0.880 0.701
Table 1: 96 threads, HC-WH. CAS/op refers does not include CAS operations for insertion.
that the larger the distance between two NUMA nodes, the bigger the reduction in remote accesses
between threads pinned to those nodes. We note that in Fig. 8, the vertical line at thread 1
represents accesses to the head array of the shared structure, which we arbitrarily attributed to
that thread. We expect (and verify) that head accesses are more common with layered map ssg as
compared to layered map sg, due to the smaller size of the shared structure. In Appendix G, we
show the analogous heatmaps for reads, with similarly impacting results. Back to Tbl. 1, although
lazy layered map sg performs 80% more reads per operation than skip lists, it performs a 70%
(resp. 50%) less remote (resp. local) CASes per operation (maintenance CASes). The CAS success
rate is substantially higher as well (99% in lazy layered map sg vs. 70.1% in the skip list). Both
the increase in NUMA locality, discussed before, and the contention reduction, just discussed, are
attributed to our partitioning scheme, designed precisely with those goals. We conjecture that our
high read numbers come from querying fields from shared nodes in the linear traversal done in
getStart(), and we think that we could cache immutable shared node fields as thread local data
in order to reduce this cost, in future work.
6 Conclusion
We presented a technique based on layering local, sequential data structures over skip graphs,
aiming at increasing NUMA locality and reducing contention. At a high level, our design consists
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of a partitioned shared structure, well-integrated with user-provided, sequential local structures,
operating without contention. We implemented lazy and non-lazy variations of our technique,
and, compared to previous state-of-art implementations, we operate at least 80% faster under
high-contention settings (32% of operations being successful updates on a 210-sized structure), and
at least 32% faster under low-contention/low-update settings (4% of operations being successful
updates on a 217-sized structure) with 96 threads. Our partitioning scheme results in a 70% of
reduction on the number of remote CAS operations, and a 41.4% increase in CAS success rate for
92 threads as compared to skip lists. Locality improvements are such that the larger the distance
between two NUMA nodes, the bigger the reduction in remote accesses between threads pinned to
those nodes, so they exhibit a qualitative nature besides being quantitatively better. As future work,
we are interested in exploring our structural advantages in the design of exact and relaxed priority
queues, and analyzing alternative approaches to using “laziness” to further improve performance.
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A Sparse Skip Graphs
We provide an example of a sparse skip graph on Fig. 10. Please refer to p. 4 for full discussion.
Figure 10: A sparse skip graph: elements are in level i of any skip list with expectation 1/2i.
B Cache Misses
We obtained cache miss information from different algorithms using PAPI [34], and the results are
presented below.
totals
lazy sg map sg map ssg sl
L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3
8 52.8 12.6 3.1 56.5 12.4 3.1 57.6 12.5 2.7 65.0 15.1 3.1
16 53.6 14.5 3.4 55.9 13.7 3.0 59.0 14.1 3.1 73.1 16.7 3.5
32 87.5 18.7 3.5 73.9 14.5 3.0 93.7 18.1 2.9 93.0 24.6 3.7
Table 2: Average (instructions & data) cache misses per operation, HC-WH, 96 threads. Numbers
collected with PAPI.
C Contains
In algorithm contains() (Alg. 6), if the thread finds an unmarked, shared node, it will test if this
node is unmarked and valid (line 4). If so, a successful contains is linearized right at that time
(C-i). If not, we call SG::contains() (Alg. 7), which will complete the procedure.
The algorithm SG::contains() (Alg. 7) starts by calling getStart() (Alg. 4), which finds the
closest preceding, unmarked shared node pointed by the local structure (line 2). We call this node
currentStart. We then perform a search in line 4, starting from currentStart, using our procedure
retireSearch() (Alg. 8). (C-ii) If an unmarked shared node with the goal key is not found, we
linearize a failed contains operation at the time we found the element succeeding that key in the
bottom level. (C-iii) If an unmarked shared node with the goal key is found: (C-iii-a) if we verify
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Algorithm 6 bool Layered::contains(K key)
1: SharedNode result = hashtables[threadId].find(key)
2: if result 6= null then
3: if not result.getMark(0) then
4: return (result.getMarkValid(0) == (false, valid))
5: else
6: localstructures[threadId].erase(key)
7: hashtables[threadId].erase(key)
8: return SG::contains(key)
the node is unmarked and valid (test of line 6), we linearize a successful contains at that time. (C-
iii-b) Otherwise, we linearize the failed contains at the earliest among the time we failed to verify
the node was unmarked and valid (line 6), or right after the time the node became unmarked.
Algorithm 7 bool SG::contains(K key)
1: . Search the local structure and get the closest starting point
2: currentStart = getStart(key) alg:sgContains:getStart
3: . If an unmarked shared node is not found, the element cannot exist
4: if not retireSearch(key, found, currentStart) then
5: return false
6: return (result.getMarkValid(0) == (false, valid))
We now present our second search procedure, retireSearch() (Alg. 8). This algorithm is em-
ployed by contains and remove operations to search for unmarked shared nodes with a goal key,
starting from currentStart. The algorithm is a simplification of lazyRelinkSearch() (Alg. 5), as it
does not keep track of predecessors or successors as the structure is traversed.
D Extra Insertion Algorithms
The algorithm updateStart() (Alg. 9) finds an unmarked shared node pointed by the local structure
that closest precedes the key associated with currentStart.
Starting from currentStart, it traverses the local structure backwards (line 10) for as long
as the shared nodes pointed by the local structure are found marked. Note that updateStart()
is essentially a simplified version of getStart() that does not finish insertions lazily, and ignores
nodes that are not fully inserted as it traverses the local structure backwards.
The algorithm finishInsert() (Alg. 10) links elements at levels 1 . . .MaxLevel in the thread’s
associated skip list. The procedure uses at line 4 the lazyRelinkSearch() procedure to locate, at all
levels 0 . . .MaxLevel: (A) which nodes should precede toInsert (referenced in predecessors); (B)
which nodes should succeed toInsert (referenced in successors); and (C) nodes referenced in middle
such that middle[i] contains predecessors[i].getNext(i) right after the time each predecessor
predecessor[i] was identified. Between predecessors[i] and successors[i] we have a sequence
of nodes with their level-i references marked. We hope that in the CAS of line 13, we replace that
sequence of nodes with toInsert. If the CAS fails, we update currentStart with updateStart(),
and retry the search. If at any moment, we cannot locate an unmarked toInsert, this node has
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Algorithm 8 bool SG::retireSearch(K key, SharedNode found,
LocalStructureIterator currentStart)
1: previous = currentStart.sharedNode
2: current = null
3: for level = MaxLevel → 0 do
4: current = previous.getNext(level)
5: while current.getMark(0) or current.checkRetire()) do
6: current = current.getNext(level)
7: while current.getKey() ¡ key do
8: previous = current
9: current = originalCurrent = previous.getNext(level)
10: while current.getMark(0) or current.checkRetire()) do
11: current = current.getNext(level)
12: if current.getKey() == key and not current.getMark(0) then
13: found = current
14: return true
15: return (successors[0].getKey() == key and not successors[0].getMark(0))
Algorithm 9 void updateStart(ref LocalStructureIterator iterator)
1: while iterator.sharedNode 6= null do
2: SharedNode sharedNode = iterator.sharedNode
3: if not sharedNode.getMark(0) or not sharedNode.getMark(MaxLevel) then
4: if not sharedNode.inserted then
5: return
6: else
7: . Erase below does not invalidate the iterator
8: localstructures[threadId].erase(key)
9: hashtables[threadId].erase(key)
10: result = result.getPrev()
been marked while this procedure was taking place, and we indicate our failure to build all levels
in line 5.
E Remove
Algorithms 11, 12, and 13 show the remove operation for key. In remove() (Alg. 11), if the thread
finds a reference to a shared node with the goal key, it calls removeHelper() (Alg. 12). This call
returns true only if: (R-i) We found an unmarked, invalid node, so we linearize a failed removal
right at that time. There cannot exist another unmarked, valid node in this case, which justifies our
linearizability. (R-ii) We successfully unset the valid bit of an unmarked, valid node, so we linearize
the successful removal right at that time as well. If removeHelper() returned false, the shared node
previously found is marked, so (i) we clean the thread’s local structure (Alg. 12, lines 10 and 11);
and (ii) we call lazyRemove() (Alg. 13), which will complete the removal.
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Algorithm 10 bool finishInsert(SharedNode toInsert, LocalStructureIterator currentStart)
1: key = toInsert.key
2: Array predecessors[MaxLevel], middle[MaxLevel], successors[MaxLevel]
3: while true do
4: if not SG::lazyRelinkSearch(key, predecessors, middle, successors, currentStart) then
5: return false
6: for level = 1 → MaxLevel do
7: SharedNode oldSuccessor = toInsert.getNext(level)
8: while not toInsert.casNext(level, oldSuccessor, successors[level]) do
9: SharedNode oldSuccessor = toInsert.getNext(level)
10: if toInsert.getMark(level) then . If marked, abort linking
11: toInsert.inserted = true
12: return false
13: if not predecessors[level].casNext(level, middle[level], toInsert) then
14: SG::lazyRelinkSearch(key, predecessors, middle, successors, currentStart)
15: updateStart(currentStart)
16: level = level - 1 . Retry the level
17: toInsert.inserted = true
18: return true
Algorithm 11 bool Layered::remove(T key, U value)
1: SharedNode result = hashtables[threadId].find(key)
2: if result 6= null then
3: bool returnValue = false
4: if SG::removeHelper(result, returnValue) then
5: return returnValue
6: return SG::remove(key)
The algorithm lazyRemove() (Alg. 13) starts by calling getStart() (Alg. 4), which finds the
closest preceding, unmarked shared node pointed by the local structure (line 2). We call this node
currentStart. We then perform a search in line 5, starting from currentStart and: (R-iii) If an
unmarked shared node with the goal key is found (call it found), then a call to removeHelper()
(line 8) will define our linearization, just like our previous discussion of Alg. 11. If that call returns
false, found became marked, so we retry the search. (R-iv) No unmarked node with the goal key
has been found, so in that case we linearize a failed removal at the time we found the element
succeeding that key in the bottom level.
E.1 Retiring Nodes
The algorithm checkRetire() (Alg. 14) is performed as we search for elements on behalf of insert()
or remove(). The procedure returns true only if a node is unmarked and its commission period has
expired, indicating that the node a candidate for physical removal. A subsequent call to retire()
will try to start the physical removal process over a node, if the latter is found invalid.
The algorithm retire() (Alg. 15) tries to atomically invalidate a node’s bottom level reference,
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Algorithm 12 bool SG::removeHelper(SharedNode toRemove, ref bool returnValue)
1: while true do
2: if not toRemove.getMark(0) then
3: if toRemove.getMarkValid(0) == (false, invalid) then . Non-existent
4: bool returnValue = false
5: return true
6: if toRemove.casMarkValid((false, valid), (false, invalid)) then . Flipped valid
7: returnValue = true
8: return true
9: else
10: localstructures[threadId].erase(toRemove.getKey())
11: hashtables[threadId].erase(toRemove.getKey())
12: break
13: return false
Algorithm 13 bool SG::lazyRemove(SharedNode current)
1: . Search the local structure and get the closest starting point
2: currentStart = getStart(key)
3: while true do
4: . If an unmarked shared node is not found, the element cannot exist
5: if not retireSearch(key, toRemove, currentStart) then
6: return false
7: returnValue = false
8: if SG::removeHelper(successors[0], returnValue) then
9: return returnValue
while guaranteeing that this reference was invalid throughout the process (line 1). The CAS
performed at such line can fail because (i) a node’s reference has been changed; or (ii) because
the node became just before the CAS. In either situation, our CAS will fail and we simply return
false. In an active node, particularly under case (ii), we would prefer to keep the node unmarked,
so returning false has an operational advantage.
F More Experimental Results: RH tests
We present here results analogous to Figs. 2, 3, and 4, but showing performance on RH scenarios.
Please refer to the discussion of p. 11.
Algorithm 14 bool SG::checkRetire(SharedNode current)
1: isAliveInvalid = (current.getMarkValid(0) == (false, invalid)
2: isCommissionFinished = (timestamp() - current.allocTimestamp) ¿ CommissionPeriod
3: if isAliveInvalid and isCommissionFinished then
4: return retire(current)
5: return false
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Algorithm 15 bool SG::retire(SharedNode current)
1: if not current.casMarkValid(0, (false, invalid), (true, invalid)) then
2: return false
3: for level = MaxLevel → 1 do
4: while not current.getMark(level) do
5: current.casMark(level, false, true)
6: return true
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Figure 11: HC, RH: 32% effective updates.
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Figure 12: MC, RH: 32% effective updates.
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Figure 13: LC, RH: 4% effective updates.
G More Experimental Results: Read Locality Heatmaps
We present here results analogous to Figs.6, 7, 8, and 9, but showing read locality heatmaps. Please
refer to the discussion of p. 13.
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Figure 14: Read heatmap, lazy map/SG.
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Figure 15: Read heatmap, map/SG.
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Figure 16: Read heatmap, sparse map/SG.
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Figure 17: Read heatmap, skip list.
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